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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of stability theory for delay differential equations using 
Lyapunov functions and the theory of differential inequalities, it becomes 
necessary to choose an appropriate minimal class of functions relative to 
which D + V(t, w(O), w) is estimated [3]. This approach has recently been 
recognized [3] as a very natural method in the study of the qualitative 
behavior of delay differential equations. 
Consider a system of functional differential equations of the form 
Let V be a Lyapunov function and define as usual 
D+ ~(t, y(O), w) = li; ;+up $ [ V(t + h, w(0) + hf(6 y/(O)* W) - v(fy W(O)) ]. 
+ 
It is well known [3] that if 
D+ V(t, y/(o), w> < g(C v(L W(o))) (1.2) 
for v E a, where 
f2 = (w: ~(t + 8, v(e)) G v(t, W(O)), --z G e G 01, (1.3) 
the stability of the null solution of 
u’ = g(k u>, u(t,) = %)l (1.4) 
implies the stability of the null solution of (1.1). 
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In this method the following comparison result is employed [ 2, 31: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf D+m(t) & g(t, m(t)) for f E Z, where Z = (t > t, : 
m(t+f9)<m(t),-z&B&O}, and g>O, rhen m(t)<r(t,t,,u,), t>t,, 
provided m(t, + 6’) < uO, --s < 0 < 0; r(t, t,, uJ being the right maximal 
solution of (1.4). 
If g > 0 is not demanded, the set Z has to be improved to 
z, = {t > t, : m(t + 0) < r(t + 8, t, m(f)), --t < e < O), (1.5) 
where n(t, t,, z+,) is the left maximal solution of (1.4) which is assumed to 
exist [3]. 
In estimating D+ V to obtain inequality (1.2) we have to employ the 
minimal set R so that we can find the comparison function g(t, u). Hence, 
any comparison result which does not require the prior knowledge of 
solutions of (1.4) and consequently, advance knowledge of the function 
g(t, u) which we are supposed to find, will be of immense value in actual 
applications. From this point of view, condition (1.5) which is given in terms 
of solutions of (1.4) has a drawback. We prove in this paper a comparison 
theorem that removes this difficulty at least partially and at the same time 
does not need g(t, u) > 0. 
Different stability results for delay differential equations in terms of 
Lyapunov functions require different minimal sets fl over which D+ V is to 
be estimated and the proofs vary accordingly [3]. This is in contrast to the 
situation in ordinary differential equations where all the different stability 
results can be combined in one theorem under a single set of conditions. Our 
new comparison theorem offers this advantage and as a result is of added 
interest. 
Recently the method of variation of parameters has been used to connect 
the solutions of three differential systems [ 11. This in turn gives a general 
estimate for the Lyapunov function. We adopt this technique to study 
functional differential systems, obtain a general estimate for a Lyapunov 
function, and apply it for studying the stability properties of the solutions of 
a system of functional differential equations. In the course of the main 
discussion we also obtain as a byproduct the analogues of the generalized 
nonlinear variation of constants formula [5] for the solutions of functional 
differential systems. For various results on variation of constants formulas 
and their applications we refer to [ 1, 3-71. 
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2. A BASIC LEMMA 
Let us begin by proving 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g,, g E C(R + x R + , R ] sati& 
go(4 u> < g(4 u), (t,u)ER+ xR,. 
Then. the right maximal solution r(t, t,,, u,) of 
u’ = g(t, u), u(t,,) = U” 3 0, 
and the left maximal solution q(t, T, uO) of 
u’ = g&, u), u(T) = r,, > 0. 
satisfy the relation 
r(t, t,, uo) < W, T, u,,), t E It,, T] 
whenever 
r(T, t,,, u,J < co. 
Proof: It is known that 
lii u(t, E) = r(t, t,, uO). 
and 
where u(t, E) is a solution of 









existing to the right of t, and v(t, E) is a solution of 
#‘=g&,u)-&, u(T) = u0 P-8) 
existing to the left of T, where E > 0 is suffkiently small. Note that assertion 
(2.3) follows from (2.5) and (2.6) if we establish the inequality 
u(t, E) < v(t, E), t,<t < T. (2.91 
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By using (2.0) and (2.4), it can be seen that for a sufficiently small 6 > 0, we 
have u(t, E) < v(t, E), T - 6 < t < T; and in particular u(T - 6, E) < 
v(T - 6, E). We claim 
u(t, E) < v(t, &I, t,<t<T-6. (2.10) 
If this is not true, there exists a t* E [to, T - S) such that 
46 E) < v(t, E), t*<t<T--6 (2.11) 
and 
zl(t*, E) = ll(t*, E). (2.12) 
Now relations (2.1 l), (2.12), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.0) lead to the contradiction 
dt*, u(t*, E)) + E = U’(t*, E) < Zl/(t*, E) = go(t*, zl(t*, E)) - E. 
Hence (2.10) holds for any sufficiently small 6 > 0. Consequently, inequality 
(2.9) is established and the proof is complete. 
3. LYAPUNOV FUNCTION AND THE COMPARISON THEOREM 
Let R” denote the Euclidean n-space, ]] . ]( any convenient norm in R”, and 
S, = (X E R”: ]]x]] < p}, p > 0. Let C” = C[ [-t, 01, R”] denote the space of 
continuous functions from [-r, 0] into R”. For any 4 E C” define the norm 
ll~llo = max-,GeGo ]]d(@(]. For any y E C[ [-r, co), R”] and t > 0, define the 
function y, E C” by ~((0) = y(t + 8), -r < 0& 0. Let C, = {d E C”: 
]]#]]o < p}. With these notations we consider the following three differential 
systems: 
x’ = f(t, x), x(to> = x0 9 (3.1) 
Y’ = w, YT Y,>, Yto= $0, (3.2) 
z’ = G(t, z, zr), ztn= $0, (3.3) 
where to E R + , fEC[[--z,co)xS,,R”], F, GEC[R+xS,xC,,R”], 
#,, E C,, and #,-JO) =x0. We need the following hypothesis on system (3.1): 
The solutions x(t, to, x0) of (3.1) exist for all t > to, are unique 
and continuous with respect to the initial data, and are locally 
Lipschitzian in x0. (HI 
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For any V E C[ [- t, co) x S,,R+] and t E (to, co), we define 
D W, x(t, 4,) 4(O)), 4) 
= liyj”’ (l/h)1 V(s + h, ~(6 to, 4(O) + hG(s, 4(O), 4))) 
- w, 44 to, qv>))l, (3.4) 
and 
D W, x(t, s, 4(O)), 4) 
= “,“-,‘_“f (l/h)[ V(s + h, x(t, s + h, $(O) + hF(s, 4(O), 4))) 
- qs, x0, $3 $qO>>)Jl 
where s E (lo, t] and 4 E C,. 
(3.5 1 
We are now equipped to prove the following comparison theorem which 
plays a vital role in studying various properties of the solutions of (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) hypothesis (H) holds; 
(ii) V E C[ I--‘z, 03) x S,,, R + ] and V(t, x) is locally Lipschitrian in x; 
(iii) g,,gEC[R+ xR,, R] satisfy (2.0), r(t, to, u,) is the right 
maximal solution of (2.1) existing for all t > to, to E R + , and ~(t, T, vo) is 
the left maximal solution of (2.2) existing for to ,< t < T, to, T E R + ; and 
either 
(iva) the relation 
YOO 7 $oW) = x(t, t, z(fo 3 #ON>), to - 5 < f < t,,, 
(3.6) 
YQO 3 #o>(t) = -a to, z(to 3 4o>(f>>3 t> (“3 
with #o(O) = x0 holds, where y(t,, #o) and z(t,, 4,) are the solutions of (3.2) 
and (3.3), respectively, existing on [to, 00) and the inequality 
D - W, x(c G,, 4(O)), #I< ds, VP, ~0, to, 4(O)))) (3.7) 
is satisfied for 4 E Q, where 
Q = (4 E c, : V(s + 8, x(t, to, 4(e))) < $(s + e, s, V(s, x(t, to, 4(O))) 
-s<B<O,sE (t,,t],t> to}; (3.8) 
where 
ri(t, T, vo) = rl(&,, T, vo), 4, - 5 < t < 1, 
= r(t, T, u,,), to < t < T 
(3.8”) 
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or 
(ivb) the inequality 
D- V(s, x0, s, $(O>), 4>< ds, v(s, x(t, ~9 $(O))) (3.9) 
holds for 4 E Q*, where 
Qn* = {q4 E c, : V(s + 8, x(t, s + e, $4(Q)) < fl(s + 8, s, V(s, x(4 s, g(0))) 
-r<8<O,sE(t,,t],t>t,}. (3.10) 
Assume further that x(t, t,, $0(O)), 40 E C, is a solution of (3.1) satisfying 
maxi _yyGo W. + 6 x(t, to9 4,(e)n 
max 
--TGlT<O 
q, + 0, x(t, to + e,4,um < u,. (3.11) 
Then 
W, y(toy 4o)(t)) < r(t, to, u,>, t> to. (3.12) 
ProoJ Suppose that (iva) holds. Define 
4s) = Vs, 46 to, z(t,, $o)(s>>), s E [to - 7, t], t > to. (3.13) 
Using the Lipschitzian properties satisfied by V(t, x) in x and by x(t, to, x0) 
in x0, we obtain 
D-m(s) < D- W 44 to, z(t,, 4o)(s)>, z,(t,, $o>>, SE [to, t]. (3.14) 
Let us prove that 
m(s) < 24, E), s E (to, tl, (3.15) 
where u(s, E) is a solution of (2.7) for sufficiently small E > 0. If (3.15) is not 
true, then there is a t* E (to, t] such that 
m(s) < u(s, E), to < s < t”, (3.16) 
and 
m(t*) = u(t*, E). (3.17) 
Consider now the left maximal solution q(s, t”, m(t*>>, s < t*, of 
24’ = go@, u), u(t*) = m(t*). (3.18) 
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Note that 
+*3 t,, &J = l&i2 u(c*, E) = m(c*) = Yf(t** t*, m(c*)). 
Therefore by Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 
r(s, t,, u()> < rl(s, t*, rn(t*>) = 9(s, t*, df”)), t,, <s < t”. (3.19) 
Since (3.1 I), (3.16), and (3.17) imply 
m(t” + e> ,< u(t* + 8, E), -s<Q<O, 
it follows from (2.5) and (3.19) that 
rn(t* + 0) < f(t* + 8, t”, rn(t*)), -t<o<o 
holds. By (3.13) this is equivalent to 
VP + 0. x(4 t,, z(t,, (b,>(t * + 0)) 
< %t* + 0, t*, q*. x(t, t,, z(t,, q&)0*)))), -r<e<o, 
which implies that 4 =zt.(tO,#)EQ. Consequently (3.14) (3.7), and (3.13) 
imply 
D- m(f*> < g(t*, m(t*)). (3.20) 
On the other hand, relations (3.16), (3.17), and (2.7) imply 
D- m(t*) > u’(t*, E) = g(t*, u(t*, E)) + F, 
which contradicts (3.20). This proves (3.15). Letting e + 0 in this relation. 
we obtain 
m(s) < Jj*; u(s, &) = T(S, t,, uo), s E It,, t], t > f”. (3.21) 
Since by (3.13) and (3.6) we have 
m(t) = m 46 to, z&J, qQ(t))) = w, .v(t,, 4o)(t)), t > f,,, 
the assertion follows by setting s = t in (3.21). 
In the case when (ivb) is assumed to hold instead of (iva), we define 
m(s) = q, X(6 s, .J’(fo. &J(s))), SE [t,-r,tJ, I>f,, 
and establish as before the inequality 
m(s) < 0, t,, qJ, SE [to.tj, t > f”. (3.22) 
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Since x(6 t, y(to, 90)(t)) = Y@, , Oo)(t), it follows that m(t) = P’(f, y(t,, do)(t)), 
and hence the assertion follows by setting s = t in (3.22). The proof is 
complete. 
An observation of the proof of this theorem allows us to formulate the 
following new comparison theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let g,, g be the same functions as in Lemma 2.1 and let 
them satisfy (2.0). Suppose that m E C[ [to - t, oo), R +] satisfies 
D - m(t) < s(t, m(t)), lEI,, (3.23) 
where 
1, = {t > to : m(t + 0) < f(t + e, t, m(t)), --5 < e < 01, (3.24) 
f(t, T, uO) being defined by (3.8”). Then 
No + e) G uo, -s<e<o (3.25) 
implies 
m(t) < r(t, to, uo), tat,, (3.26) 
where r(t, to, uo) is the right maximal solution of (2.1) existing for t > to. 
The proof of the theorem can be given by following the argument used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. If g(t, u) > 0, we take go(t, u) = 0, in which case 
q(t + e, t, m(t)) = m(t) and the set I, defined by (3.24) is identical with the 
set 1 in Theorem 1.1. On the other hand, if g(t, u) is not assumed to be 
positive, we take go(t, u) = g(t, u) and note that the set I, given by (3.24) is 
the same as the set I, defined by (1 S) in Theorem 1.1. Thus, Theorem 1.1 
follows from Theorem 3.2 as a particular case. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that m E C[ [to - z, co), R +] satisfies 
D-m(t) < - A’(t) -m(t) + 
A 0) 
& gl(bW m(t)) 
for t E I,, where 
(3.33) 
I, = {t > to : A(t + 0) m(t + 0) G A(t) m(t), --5 < 8 < O}, (3.34) 
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s,ECIR+ xR+,R+L and A(t) > 0 is conrirzuous on 1 t, - 5, co) and 
differentiable on [t,, co). Then 
m(t) < (l/A@)) r,(t, to, U”), t> to, (3.36 
where r,(t, I,, u,) is the right maximal solution I$” 
u’ = g,(t, u), u(t,) = u,. (3.37) 
ProoJ: Take g,,(t, U) = -(A ‘(t)/A(t))u and 
A’(t) 1 
dt? u> = - A @) u + A@) - g,(t, A(t)u). 
Clearly g,, g satisfy (2.0). Note that the left maximal solution 
q(t + 8, t. m(t)), --t < e < 0, of 
u’ = g&, u), U(f) = m(t) 
is given by r](t + 8,f,m(t)) =A(t)m(t)/A(t + /3), -r < B < 0. Hence the set I,, 
defined by (3.24) in Theorem 3.2 becomes 
(t>to:m(t+e),<A(t)m(t)/A(t+e),-r<e~O} 
which is the same as I, defined by (3.34) over which inequality (3.33) is 
satisfied. Now since (3.35) holds, we conclude by Theorem 3.2 that 
m(t) < 46 toy u,lA(t~)l, ~Zf,, (3.383 
where p[t, I,, u,/A(t,)) is the right maximal solution of 
‘4 ‘(1) I 
” = - A(t) ’ + A(t) __ s,(t,AO)u), 
%I 
Qo) = A@) . 
It can be easily verified that r[t, to, u,/A(t,) 1 is given by 
Consequently, assertion (3.36) follows from (3.38) 
Remark 3.2. The function A(t) = e”‘, Q > 0 is admissible in 
Corollary 3. I. 
Scope of Theorem 3.1. The following observations indicate the scope of 
Theorem 3.1: 
4OY’Y5’2 3 
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(i) If we choose 
u. = max{ -~y-~ W. + 8, x(6 to, #o(Q)), 
then (3.12) yields the estimate 
m YPO 7 Oo)W) 
< r[t, to, max{ -r<B(O WI + 8, x(4 to, h(Q)), max 
-n$co V(t0 + 0, X(6 lo + 4 40(@))~1, (3.39) 
which plays a crucial role in the study of the qualitative properties of the 
solutions of (3.2). 
(ii) Suppose that @(t, to, x0) = k(t, to, xo)/axo exists and is continuous 
on [to, co). If @ - ‘(t, to, x0) also exists and is continuous, then, differen- 
tiating relation (3.6), we obtain for t > to 
which implies 
or 
G(G z(toT $o>(t), zt(to 9 40)) 
This gives a relation between the systems (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). 
(iii) Suppose that f(t, x) E 0. Then x(t, to, x0) = x0. Hypothesis (H) is 
clearly satisfied. Moreover, relation (3.6) implies that y(to, #o)(t) = 
z(t,, 4,,)(t). Hence, from (3.41) we conclude that G = F, Consequently, the 
definitions (3.4) and (3.5) both reduce to 
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which we may take as a standard definition of the generalized derivative of 
the Lyapunov function relative to (3.2) 131. It is important to note that the 
sets 0 and R* in this case are identical, as would be expected. 
Consider now the following two cases: 
Case (a). If g,(t, U) = 0, the sets R and 8* are both given by 
14 E c, : w + 0, Q(O)) < qs, 4(O)), --5 < 0 < 0, s > &,I, 
which is the same as the class Q, in 13, Theorem 8.1.1 1. As a result. [ 3. 
Theorem 8.1.1 ] becomes a particular case of Theorem 3.1. 
Case (b). Let gO(t, U) < 0 be such that the solutions of (2.2) are 
continuous with respect to the initial data. Clearly r(t, T, v,J is strictly 
decreasing in f. Hence, with a fixed i < T we can define a function 
W) = r(t: T, ~1 (3.42) 
which is continuous and nondecreasing on R + , L(u) > u for u > 0, and the 
sets 0 and R* are given by 
(4 E c, : V(s + 8, $(B)) < L( V(s, #(O))), -r < 8 G 0, s > f”}. (3.43) 
Note that the set defined by (3.43) is the same as the set 0, in 13, 
Theorem 8.2.3. I. 
The above discussion shows that the single condition defining either Q or 
Q * is sufficient to determine the minimal classes Q, and R, [ 31 required for 
studying functional differential equations by comparison technique. 
(iv) Suppose that f,(t, x) exists and is continuous for 
(f,x)E [-r,oo)xS,. Then the solutions x(t, t,, x0) of (3.1) are unique. 
differentiable with respect to the initial data, and satisfy 
and 
ax(f, f, 5 xo)/&l = -qt. to, x0) f(fo. x0), (3.44) 
w, to, xo)/hl = @(f, 4J 3 x0>, (3.45) 
where @(f, f,. x0) is a fundamental matrix solution of the variational 
equation 
P’ = f,(h X(h &I 3 XlJ)>P, @(to, t,, x,,) = the identity matrix. 
On the basis of the uniqueness of solutions of (3.1) and of relation (3.6), it 
can be seen that 
-a to 14fo 3 40)(s)) = 46 sv Y(fo 3 40)(s)), s E If,, fl. (3.46) 
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Differentiating this with respect to s and using (3.44), (3.45), we obtain 
w, to, Z(S)) z’(s) = @(4 s, Y(s))[f% Y(S), Y,) -m Y(S))l, 
where z(s) = z(t,, $J(s) and y(s) = JJ(&, , #J(s). By (3.40) this yields 
@(4 to, z(s)) @-‘(s, to, 4s)w% Y(S), Y,> -f(s9 x(s, to, z(s)))1 
= WY s, Y(S))[WT Y(S), Y,) -m Y(S))l. (3.47) 
Now if V(s, x) is assumed to be differentiable, (3.4) and (3.5) reduce respec- 
tively to 
D- V(s, x(1, f,, z(s)), zs> 
= V&,x(t, to, z(s))) + v*.s, X(h 102 Z(S))) @(k to, z(s)) 
x @-‘(s, to, z(s))[Q, Y(S), Y,) -“m,X(S, fo, +>>)I (3.48) 
and 
D- W, x(f, s, Y(S)), Y,> 
= V$(S, X(f, s, Y(S)>) + Vx(s, X(6 s, Y(S))> 
x @(f, s, Y(S))[-.(h Y(S)> + WY Y(S), Ys)l* (3.49) 
We note that (3.48) and (3.49) are identical because of (3.46) and (3.47). 
We may therefore use either of the definitions (3.4) and (3.5) whenever the 
chosen V function is differentiable. 
Now taking 
the expressions (3.48) and (3.59) reduce respectively to 
dV(s, x(4 &I, z(s)), zs) 
ds 
= Vs(& 46 to, z(s))) + V&, -a, to, z(s))) 
x w, to, z(s)) @-‘(s, to, Z(S)R(S, Y(S), Y,) (3.50) 
and 
dV(s, 4, s, Y(S)), Y,) 
ds 
= Vs(s, x(t, s, y(s)>) + V&, X(f, .% Y(S))) @(f, .% Y(S)) R(h Y(S), YJ (3.5 1) 
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Integrating (3.50) and (3.51) from t, to t and using (3.6) we obtain 
= W”. a b, Al(O))) + it I V,( s, x ( t. t,, z(s))) + V,(s, x(r. t,, z(s))) 
.to 
x ~(t,t,,z(s))~~‘(s,t,,z(s))R(s,y(s),~~,)~ ds (~3.52) 
and 
+ vx(s, ~(6 s, Y(S)) @(h s, Y(S)> R(s, Y(S), Y,)] ds, (3.53) 
which are the analogues of the generalized nonlinear variation of constants 
formulas 15 1 for the solutions of functional differential system (3.2). Of 
course, as in [ 51 if V(t,x) = x, relations (3.52) and (3.53) both reduce to the 
classical variation of constants formulas 111. 
4. STABILITY AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
The general estimate for the Lyapunov function obtained in the preceding 
section may be used to discuss stability and other types of qualitative 
properties of the solutions of (3.2). We wish to prove only one result to 
illustrate an application of Theorem 3.1. 
Let x(t, t,, 4(O))), 4 E C,, and u(t, t,, u,) be solutions of (3.1) and (2.1), 
respectively; and let V E C[ [ -5, co) x S,, R + 1. Then we define 
W(t,, t,, $(O)) = max[ -r<B<O v. + f54m max , . 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
We now state the following: 
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DEFINITIONS. The differential systems (3.1) and (2.1) are said to be 
(Pi) connectively equi-stable if for each E > 0, and to E R + , there 
exists a positive function 6 = @to, E) which is continuous in to for each E, 
such that 
wo, to 3 $w)) < 6 
implies 
wt, to, Ye)) < 6 tatt,; 
(PJ connectively quasi-equi-asymptotically stable if corresponding to a 
given E>O and a t,ER+, there exist positive numbers 6, = d,(t,) and 
T = T(t,, E), such that 
mo 9 to 7 O(O)) G Jo 
implies 
w, to, #(O)) < -5 t>t,+T; 
and 
(Pj) connectively equi-asymptotically stable if (Pi) and (P2) hold 
simultaneously. 
In the above definitions if 6, 6,, and T are independent of to, then the 
corresponding connective stability is said to be uniform. 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Suppose 
further that there exist functions a, b E A? such that 
Then 
W4l) < W9 -4 G 411xll)9 (t,X)ER+ x s,. (4.3) 
(i) the connective equistability of (3.1) and (2.1) implies that 
system (3.2) is equistable, 
(ii) the connective quasi-equi-asymptotic stability of (3.1) and (2.1) 
implies that system (3.2) is quasi-equi-asymptotically stable, and 
(iii) the connective equi-asymptotic stability of (3.1) and (2.1) implies 
that system (3.2) is equi-asymptotically stable. 
Proof: We shall prove only (i). Let 0 < E < p and to E R + be given. By 
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(P,), corresponding to b(e) > 0 and to E R + , there exists a positive function 
6, = ~,(t,, E) which is continuous in t, for each E, with the property that 
wo, to, 4(O)) G 6, (4.4) 
implies 
wt, to, qw)) < b(E), t> t,. (4.5 1 
Choose 6 = a(&,, E) such that 
114110 G 6 (4.6) 
implies 
4max(l141101 pz$:o li.a,, to + ft ewi G 6,. (4.7) 
We claim that for any solution y(t,,, #o)(t) of (3.2) satisfying (4.6) the ine- 
quality 
holds. For otherwise, there is a solution ~(t,,, #o)(t) of (3.2) satisfying (4.6) 
and a t* > to, such that 
II .a? Mt*>ll = &. (4.8) 
On the basis of Theorem 3.1 we have estimate (3.39) on [to, t* 1 which by 
(4.1) implies 
W”, Y(fo7 4o>(t*>> < w*, to, @o(O)). (4.9) 
From (4.6) (4.3), and (4.7) we observe that (4.4) holds, and this implies 
(4.5). Now the relations (4.8), (4.3) (4.9), and (4.5) imply the contradiction 
b(E) = WJ’kI> 40)(t*)ll) < w*, .J’(f,,. @“N*)) 
< wt*, to, 40(O)) < b(E) 
which proves (i). 
We only state 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. If the solutions 
x(t, to, x0) of (3.1) satisfy 
IIX(L to + 0, w))ll G 1l41i~~ -r<e<o, 
334 G. R. SHENDGE 
then the connective uniform stability properties of (3.1) and (2.1) imply the 
corresponding uniform stability properties for system (3.2). 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 may be applied to study various boundedness 
properties of (3.2) under appropriate conditions. 
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